Profile of asfotase alfa in the treatment of hypophosphatasia: design, development, and place in therapy
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Abstract: Hypophosphatasia (HPP) is a multi-systemic metabolic disorder caused by loss-of-function mutations in the ALPL gene that encodes the mineralization-associated enzyme, tissue-nonspecific alkaline phosphatase (TNSALP). HPP is characterized by defective bone and dental mineralization, leading to skeletal abnormalities with complications resulting in significant morbidity and mortality. Management of HPP has been limited to supportive care until the introduction of a recently approved enzyme replacement therapy employing bone-targeted recombinant human TNSALP, asfotase alfa (AA). This new therapy has been transformative as it improves survival in severely affected infants, and overall quality of life in children and adults with HPP. This review provides an overview of HPP, focusing on important steps in the development of AA enzyme replacement therapy, including the drug design, preclinical studies in the HPP mouse model, and outcomes from clinical trials and case report publications to date, with special attention given to response to therapy of skeletal manifestations, biochemical features, and other clinical manifestations. The limitations, adverse effects, and outcomes of AA are outlined and the place in therapy for individuals with HPP is discussed.
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Tissue-non-specific alkaline phosphatase (TNSALP) and hypophosphatasia (HPP)

The enzyme, tissue-nonspecific alkaline phosphatase (TNSALP, TNALP, or TNAL), was first reported by Dr Robert Robison in 1923.1,2 TNSALP is encoded by the ALPL gene on chromosome 1 in humans and is highly expressed in bones, teeth, liver, and kidney (and at lower levels in fibroblasts, endothelial cells, and nervous system), thus its nomenclature as a “nonspecific” enzyme.3,4 TNSALP is bound to cell surfaces by a glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI) anchor that can be cleaved to release the enzyme into circulation, where alkaline phosphatase activity (ALP) can be detected in plasma and is a useful metric for diagnosis of some conditions. The enzyme active site is located in the extracellular domain making TNSALP an ectoenzyme. While a broad substrate specificity has been demonstrated in vitro, physiological substrates indicated by TNSALP loss-of-function include inorganic pyrophosphate (PPi), phosphoethanolamine (PEA), and pyridoxal 5’-phosphate (PLP).

The ability of TNSALP to hydrolyze and inactivate PPi was found to be an important function of TNSALP in mineralization. PPi is a potent inhibitor of calcium phosphate (hydroxyapatite [HAP]) crystal growth that represents the inorganic mineral component...
of bones and teeth.\textsuperscript{5–11} PP\textsubscript{i}, is a byproduct of cellular metabolism, and local levels of PP\textsubscript{i} are increased by proteins including the progressive ankylosis protein (ANK in mice/ANKH in humans) that regulates the transport of PP\textsubscript{i} into the extracellular space and ectonucleotide pyrophosphatase phosphodiesterase 1 (ENPP1), an ectoenzyme that cleaves nucleotide triphosphates to generate PP\textsubscript{i} (Figure 1).\textsuperscript{12–23} Altogether, TNSALP, ANK/ANKH, ENPP1, and other regulators comprise a complex feedback system that directs the location and extent of mineralization in the body.

Loss-of-function mutations in \textit{ALPL} cause HPP (OMIM\# 241500, 241510, and 146300), an inherited disorder characterized by defective mineralization of bones and teeth.\textsuperscript{3,24,25} To date, 361 HPP-causing \textit{ALPL} mutations have been reported (http://www.sesep.uvsq.fr/03_hypo_mutations.php), and these are predominantly (~72%) missense mutations. The mode of inheritance of HPP can be either autosomal recessive or autosomal dominant.\textsuperscript{26,27} Deficiency of functional TNSALP is reflected as low circulating ALP levels.\textsuperscript{25} Deficiency of TNSALP in HPP leads to increased PP\textsubscript{i}, concentrations that impair skeletal and dental mineralization. The deficiency of TNSALP secondarily leads to a disturbance of mineral homeostasis. Elevation of serum calcium or phosphorus levels is sometimes noted and thought to result from the combination of unaffected gut absorption of the ions, but lack of phosphate and calcium deposition in the skeleton, resulting in elevated circulating levels. In addition to increased PP\textsubscript{i}, deficiency of TNSALP also leads to increased extracellular accumulation of the two other known physiological substrates, PEA and PLP.

Clinical manifestations of HPP are highly variable, with increased severity typically correlating with earlier onset. In its most severe presentation, HPP manifests in utero and causes stillbirth due to catastrophically hypomineralized skeleton. In its mildest presentation, individuals suffer from premature loss of deciduous teeth with little or no other systemic or skeletal manifestations. HPP is currently classified into six clinical forms, based on the age at the onset of first signs or symptoms. This classification delineates disease severity and may correlate with prognosis, as well as the levels of ALP and biochemical substrates, although there is considerable overlap in clinical phenotypes and biochemical hallmarks in HPP, and strong genotype–phenotype correlations have not been established for the majority of mutations.\textsuperscript{28} The six different forms of HPP are outlined as follows.

**Perinatal HPP**

This is the most severe form of HPP and is generally lethal due to an almost complete absence of bone mineralization. Short and deformed extremities and polyhydramnios (excess of amniotic fluid) can be detected in utero. Affected infants often die shortly after birth due to respiratory compromise arising from hypoplastic lungs and skeletal deformities of the thorax. Perinatal HPP is diagnosed on prenatal imaging by severe generalized osteopenia and non-ossified cranial vault.

**Benign prenatal HPP**

This form manifests in utero, with skeletal deformities including poorly mineralized bone or short and severely bowed legs.

---

**Figure 1** Model of TNSALP function in mineralizing cells.

**Notes:** Levels of the mineralization inhibitor, inorganic pyrophosphate (PP\textsubscript{i}), are controlled by activities of ectonucleotide pyrophosphatase phosphodiesterase 1 (ENPP1), the progressive ankylosis protein (ANKH/ANK), and tissue-non-specific alkaline phosphatase (TNSALP), all expressed by mineralizing cells. ENPP1 enzymatically cleaves nucleotide triphosphates (eg, adenosine triphosphate [ATP]) to generate PP\textsubscript{i}, while ANKH/ANK directs PP\textsubscript{i} transport to the extracellular space, both increasing pericellular PP\textsubscript{i} levels. TNSALP hydrolyzes PP\textsubscript{i} to allow inorganic phosphate (P\textsubscript{i}) and calcium (Ca) to precipitate as hydroxyapatite (HAP), the inorganic component of bones and teeth. When TNSALP activity is lost in HPP, excess PP\textsubscript{i}, inhibits HAP crystal initiation and growth, causing mineralization defects in the skeleton and dentition. Figure designed with images from Servier Medical Art (https://smart.servier.com) under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License.
detected prenatally by ultrasound, which would typically signify the perinatal lethal form of HPP. However, spontaneous improvement in the skeletal disease is observed starting from the third trimester of pregnancy and after birth, with a clinical outcome ranging in severity from infantile to odonto-HPP phenotypes.29 Therefore, abnormal prenatal ultrasound findings before the third trimester are not always predictive of perinatal lethal HPP.

Infantile HPP
The infantile form has an onset prior to six months, and infants might initially appear healthy immediately after birth. Affected infants soon develop hypotonia, poor feeding, failure to thrive, and generalized hypomineralization with severe skeletal deformities, including rachitic defects of the chest that lead to respiratory insufficiency. Unlike other forms of genetic and nutritional rickets, serum calcium levels are generally high at diagnosis of HPP due to blocked mineral entry into the skeleton caused by elevated extracellular PP, levels, and hypercalciumia and nephrocalcinosis can occur as consequences of hypercalcemia. Infants may also have muscle pain and weakness from a static myopathy, possibly as a result of an accumulation of PP.30 Craniosynostosis and skull abnormalities (Figure 2A, B) occur in approximately 40% of infants, and may require neurosurgical intervention due to intracranial hypertension.31 Irritability and vomiting are common, which can be attributed to hypercalcemia or
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**Figure 2** Skeletal and dental defects associated with hypophosphatasia.

**Notes:** (A) MRI of the skull of a 6-year-old individual with hypophosphatasia (HPP) exhibiting craniosynostosis and the resulting bregmatic bump. (B) Radiograph of a 4-year-old individual with HPP reveals hypomineralization of the cranial vault as seen by the “copper beaten” appearance of the skull. (C) Deformities of lower extremities with joint widening at knees and elbows in a 15-year-old boy with severe childhood HPP. (D) Knee radiograph of the same individual reveals hypomineralized bone, coarsened trabeculae, and an intramedullary rod in the tibia. A fracture line is seen at the diaphysis of the tibia (yellow arrow). (E) Goldner trichrome stain of normal iliac crest biopsy compared to (F) the same from an individual with adult HPP, showing accumulation of excessive osteoid (red layer indicated by black arrow) on the surface of the mineralized bone (green). (G) Oral photograph of a 2.5-year-old child with HPP exhibiting premature loss of primary lower incisors. (H) Primary incisors that spontaneously exfoliated from a child with HPP. Note the intact roots, a hallmark of HPP. (I) Oral radiograph of a 20-year-old individual diagnosed with odonto-HPP showing loss of secondary incisor, endodontic treatment after fracture, and splinting to try and stabilize remaining anterior teeth. Images in A and B are reprinted by permission from Springer Customer Service Centre GmbH: Springer Nature [Child's Nervous System]; Neurosurgical aspects of childhood hypophosphatasia, Collmann H, Mornet E, Gattenlöhner S, Beck C, Girschick H. Copyright 2009. Images in E and F are reprinted from Bone, Vol 78(1), Berkseth KE, Tebben PJ, Drake MT, Hefferan TE, Jewison DE, Wermers RA, Clinical spectrum of hypophosphatasia diagnosed in adults, Pages 21–27, Copyright (2013), with permission from Elsevier. Image in G is reproduced from Reibel A, Manière MC, Claus F, et al, Orodental phenotype and genotype findings in all subtypes of hypophosphatasia, Orphanet J Rare Dis. 2009;4(1):6. Image in H is reproduced from Wermers RA, Bone Miner Res. 2017;32(4):667–675. Image in I is reproduced with permission from Copyright © 2012, John Wiley and Sons. Rodrigues TR, Georgotis AP, Martins L, Pereira Neto JS, Foster BL, Nociti Jr FH. Clinical correlate: case study of identical twins with cementum and periodontal defects resulting from odontohypophosphatasia. In: McCauley LK, Somerman MJ, eds. Mineralized Tissues in Oral and Craniofacial Science: Biological Principles and Clinical Correlates. 1st ed. Ames, IA: Wiley-Blackwell; 2012.
increased intracranial pressure with papilledema secondary to craniosynostosis. The infantile form is associated with approximately 50% mortality due to respiratory failure.

**Childhood HPP**

This form features skeletal abnormalities that appear after 6 months, especially rickets manifesting as bowed legs and bony enlargement near joints due to widened metaphyses (Figure 2C and D).32 Chronic skeletal pain, recurrent fractures, short stature, muscle weakness, abnormal ambulation or gait, and premature loss of deciduous teeth are common presenting signs or symptoms. Rarely, childhood HPP can present with chronic multifocal non-bacterial osteomyelitis mimicking malignancy,33 due to marrow edema secondary to PP, crystal deposition.34 Craniosynostosis can also be a presenting sign accompanied by chronic elevated intracranial pressure, papilledema, and impaired visual acuity.35 In 2015, it was proposed to separate childhood HPP into “mild” and “severe” forms to further delineate the wide range of severity of this form.32 Severe childhood HPP presents with significant skeletal abnormalities like those described above, whereas mild childhood HPP allows good physical function with minimal symptoms or skeletal changes.

**Adult HPP**

This form can manifest at any point of time in the adult life (≥18 years) with a wide range of symptoms, ranging from fractures or osteomalacia (Figure 2E and F) to dental symptoms, to being completely asymptomatic.36 Individuals with adult HPP are usually diagnosed in middle age, and commonly present with skeletal symptoms including fractures, osteomalacia, chondrocalcinosis, osteoarthropathy, and stress fractures. Fractures can be at the hip or femoral neck, spine, or small bones in the wrists or feet. Femoral pseudo fractures and subtrochanteric fractures have been reported.36,37 Those patients with lower ALP levels and higher PLP and PEA levels tend to experience greater numbers of fractures. Other symptoms include musculoskeletal pain, joint swelling, pseudogout, low bone density, and hearing loss. Musculoskeletal pain can be debilitating with a restricted range of motion as a result of chondrocalcinosis, sometimes leading to severe disability.

**Odontohipophosphatasia (odonto-HPP)**

While individuals diagnosed with odonto-HPP exhibit the biochemical characteristics of HPP, this form is characterized by dental manifestations with minimal or no observable skeletal manifestations. Though this mildest form of HPP is classified according to dental abnormalities, all the more severe clinical forms described above feature similar dental manifestations; tooth loss and other dental problems are nearly universal among individuals with any form of HPP. Premature loss of primary (deciduous) teeth (prior to 5 years of age) is the most commonly reported dental manifestation of HPP, with teeth presenting full roots (rather than resorbed roots typical of exfoliated primary teeth) (Figure 2G–I). This is the direct result of high levels of PP, inhibiting formation or mineralization of tooth root acellular cementum. Other dental abnormalities reported include loss of secondary (permanent) teeth, tooth mobility, abnormal dentin, thin roots, wide pulp chambers, alveolar bone loss, malocclusion, delayed eruption, and enamel defects.38-42 It should be noted that a subset of patients with the diagnosis of odonto-HPP may develop bone manifestations of HPP later in life, evolving to a mild form of childhood- or adult-onset HPP with bone pain and fractures. Therefore, long-term follow-up care for individuals with odonto-HPP is recommended.43

**Attempted treatments of HPP prior to asfotase alfa (AA)**

Historically and prior to implementation of AA recombinant TNSALP enzyme replacement therapy (ERT), management of HPP was largely limited to supportive care. The scope of supportive care varies with the wide ranging severity of disease and may include ventilator support for infants with respiratory insufficiency (ranging from oxygen supplementation with nasal cannula to mechanical ventilation), treatment of hypercalcemia with fluid hydration and low-calcium formula or diet, pain relief, and orthopedic surgeries for fractures. This standard-of-care remains for patients who cannot access AA therapy.

Recognition that individuals with HPP exhibited very low ALP levels prompted the first interventions to attempt to ameliorate the effects of severe HPP. Paget’s disease of bone (PDB; OMIM# 167250, 239000, 602080, 616833), a metabolic disease of increased and disorganized bone remodeling that typically manifests in adulthood, dramatically increases ALP in affected subjects.44 In a clever approach, Whyte et al collected ALP-rich plasma from individuals with PDB and administered this by intravenous (IV) infusion to four subjects with severe, life-threatening infantile HPP.45-46 Treatment over 1-5 weeks elevated ALP into the normal range and improved hypercalcemia for all subjects and two subjects showed radiographic or histological improvement of skeletal manifestations. However, urinary PP, and PEA remained elevated, and hypomineralization and skeletal deformities persisted and worsened in most subjects over time. Additional attempted interventions included administration of parathyroid hormone (PTH), prednisone, and normal plasma over
several months; however, all of these approaches failed to make long-term improvements. A different approach employing bone marrow cell transplantation (BMT) yielded similar disappointing results. BMT of T-cell depleted marrow from a healthy sister to an 18-month-old female subject with severe infantile HPP initially spurred improved skeletal mineralization; however, the return of host hematopoiesis was accompanied by worsening rickets, scoliosis, and fractures by 6 months post-BMT. A modified BMT approach employing marrow, implantation of bone fragments, and IV delivery of primary osteoblasts to a 9.5-month-old female with severe infantile HPP promoted slight improvements in severity of rickets, scoliosis, and skeletal mineralization, though minimal engraftment was evident. A similar approach was taken in Japan to treat an 8-month-old child with perinatal HPP using father-derived BMT, osteoblasts cultured from her father’s mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), and osteogenic constructs. Four months after treatment, skeletal and respiratory improvements were apparent though biochemical features were unchanged, and the patient’s condition declined precipitously shortly thereafter. An MSC booster at 15 months again improved skeletal and respiratory parameters, and the individual survived, though featured serious HPP-associated pathologies including craniosynostosis. A follow-up clinical trial tested the ability of BMT combined with multiple courses of allogeneic MSC transplants to treat perinatal HPP in two male infants. Similar to earlier approaches, biochemical markers were not normalized, though improvements to bone mineralization and respiratory function were realized, and both patients survived past the age of 3 years.

Based on observations of the short-term, limited improvements resulting from these experimental infusion, BMT, and MSC transfer approaches, the hypothesis arose that perhaps ALP in circulation was not sufficiently elevated over the long term, was not physiologically active, or was not accessing the tissues where its activity is most required.

Other than the attempts to directly or indirectly supply functional ALP described above, few treatment attempts for HPP have been reported. Bisphosphonates, a group of drugs that prevent bone loss by inhibiting osteoclast function, have been administered to some HPP patients, usually due to misunderstanding of pathological mechanisms of HPP or in the absence of proper diagnosis. Because bisphosphonates do not promote bone formation and may disrupt mineralization, these drugs are strongly contraindicated for use in HPP patients. Teriparatide (TPTD), a recombinant peptide based on human PTH, is an anabolic agent used to treat osteoporosis. Administration of TPTD to an adult with HPP and multiple stress fractures increased ALP levels, reduced bone pain, and was associated with fracture healing, and some additional case reports on TPTD use in subjects with HPP have indicated potentially positive effects. Relative success of TPTD treatment may depend on the phenotype and biochemistry of each individual HPP patient, as increased numbers and activity of osteoblasts will still produce defective TNSALP enzyme. TPTD is generally not used in the pediatric age group due to concerns about its association with osteosarcoma development in animal studies.

**Drug design and preclinical testing of recombinant TNSALP for ERT**

In order to study the underlying mechanisms of the disease, a mouse model of HPP was created in the 1990s in the laboratory of Dr Joseph Luis Millán, targeting deletion of exons 5–8 from the Alpl gene. These Alpl knockout (Alpl−/−) mice recapitulated manifestations of severe infantile HPP, displaying bone hypomineralization and fractures, osteoid accumulation, rachitic changes and growth plate abnormalities in long bones, and severe seizures, with mice typically dying by 2–3 weeks of age (Figure 3A and B). The Millán laboratory employed this HPP mouse model extensively to explore the role of TNSALP in bone mineralization, vitamin B metabolism, and other organ systems, as well as to elucidate the interactions of TNSALP with other mineralization regulators. While an earlier publication confirmed that Alpl−/− mice featured cementum hypoplasia consistent with observations from the HPP case literature, a series of additional reports focused in greater detail on other dental and craniofacial defects in Alpl−/− mice, documenting disturbed enamel mineralization, failure of crystal growth at initial sites of dentin mineralization, defective cranial base mineralization, abnormal cranial shape, and craniosynostosis (Figure 3C–F).

Based on the above-described unsuccessful attempts to treat HPP in severely affected patients, a new goal was set to develop a recombinant TNSALP enzyme that could be directed to sites of mineralization in the skeleton and dentition, where it was hypothesized that Ppase activity was required. Dr Philippe Crine had begun exploring this concept with scientists at Enobia Pharma Inc. (Montreal, Canada), focusing on another enzyme, PHEX, and its associated mineralization disorder, X-linked hypophosphatemia (XLH; OMIM# 307800). In order to engineer a soluble, secreted, and stable TNSALP that could be expressed in vitro and easily purified, the GPI anchor was removed from the protein and the Fc region of human IgG antibody was added. In order to enhance delivery of recombinant TNSALP
to mineralizing tissues, a deca-aspartate (D$_{10}$) extension with high negative charge density was added to the C-terminus of the recombinant TNSALP (Figure 4A). The concept of an acidic amino acid “tail” had been previously shown to significantly improve in vivo delivery to and retention of TNSALP in bones in mice.\textsuperscript{77} The high negative charge density of the D$_{10}$ tail mimicked naturally occurring bone- and tooth-associated proteins with acidic amino acid motifs, such as members of the Small Integrin-Binding Ligand N-Linked Glycoprotein (SIBLING) protein family, including osteopontin, dentin phosphoprotein, and bone sialoprotein.\textsuperscript{78} Recombinant TNSALP-D$_{10}$ expressed in vitro in Chinese hamster ovary cells was purified and its molecular mass was confirmed by Western blotting to be consistent with homodimer formation.\textsuperscript{76} TNSALP-D$_{10}$ bound to HAP 32-fold more efficiently than unmodified bovine kidney TNSALP control and apparently retained enzymatic catalytic activity. Pharmacokinetics and tissue distribution of
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**Figure 3** The Alpl$^{-/-}$ mouse model of severe infantile HPP.

**Notes:** (A) Radiographs of hind paws of wild-type (WT) and Alpl$^{-/-}$ mice at 22 days postnatal (dpn). Alpl$^{-/-}$ mouse phalanges and metatarsals (white arrows) show gross hypomineralization and deformities. (B) Radiographs of hind limbs of WT control and Alpl$^{-/-}$ mice at 22 dpn. Alpl$^{-/-}$ mouse femurs, tibias, and fibulas (white arrows) exhibit reduced mineralization, bowing, fracturing, and growth plate defects. (C) Radiographs of skulls of WT and Alpl$^{-/-}$ mice at 15 dpn. Alpl$^{-/-}$ mouse cranial bones feature severe hypomineralization and altered craniofacial shape. (D) Micro-computed tomography (micro-CT) of mandibles of WT and Alpl$^{-/-}$ mice at 14 dpn. Alpl$^{-/-}$ mouse molars, incisors, and alveolar bone show radiolucent indication of severe hypomineralization. (E) Von Kossa-stained undecalcified tissue sections of WT and Alpl$^{-/-}$ mouse mandibles at 12 dpn. Compared to well mineralized molar dentin in WT (indicated by black stain), Alpl$^{-/-}$ mouse molar roots featured hypomineralized dentin matrix (lack of black stain). (F) H&E tissue sections of WT and Alpl$^{-/-}$ mouse mandibles at 22 dpn. Compared to the organized and functional periodontal complex in WT, Alpl$^{-/-}$ mouse molars exhibit lack (*) of acellular cementum (AC), detachment of the periodontal ligament (PDL), and disorganized PDL and alveolar bone. Images in panels A and B are reprinted from Bone, Vol /edition 49(2), Yadav MC, Lemire I, Leonard P, et al, Dose response of bone-targeted enzyme replacement for murine hypophosphatasia, Pages 250–256, Copyright (2011), with permission from Elsevier. Images in panel C are reprinted from Bone, Vol 67, Liu J, Nam HK, Campbell C, Gasque KC, Millán JL, Hatch NE, Tissue-nonspecific alkaline phosphatase deficiency causes abnormal craniofacial bone development in the Alpl$^{-/-}$ mouse model of infantile hypophosphatasia, Pages 81–94, Copyright (2014), with permission from Elsevier. Images in panel E are reproduced with permission from Copyright © 2013 American Society for Bone and Mineral Research. Foster BL, Nagatomo KJ, Tso HW, et al. Tooth root dentin mineralization defects in a mouse model of hypophosphatasia. J Bone Miner Res. 2013;28(2):271–282.\textsuperscript{79}
Asfotase alfa in the treatment of hypophosphatasia

TNSALP-D_{10} were investigated in adult and newborn mice. A single IV bolus of 5 mg/kg given to adult mice confirmed proof-of-concept by demonstrating retention of radiolabeled enzyme in bone, whereas significant accumulation was not observed in other tissues. Repeated daily subcutaneous (SC) injection of 10 mg/kg enzyme into newborns reproducibly elevated circulating ALP levels to about 50-fold higher than normal.

Figure 4 Asfotase alfa enzyme replacement therapy in a mouse model of HPP.

Notes: (A) Model of recombinant asfotase alfa enzyme showing tissue-non-specific alkaline phosphatase (TNSALP) dimer (blue), human IgG, Fc domain (green), and D_{10} deca-aspartate tail (red). On the right, a simulated model shows predicted interaction of the highly negatively charged D_{10} tail with the positively charged calcium plane in hydroxyapatite (HAP) crystal. (B) Percent survival of wild-type (WT), untreated Alpl\textsuperscript{−/−}, and Alpl\textsuperscript{−/−} mice receiving ERT over the course of the study. (C) Radiographs of hind limbs at 16 days postnatal (dpn) shows improvements in long bone lengths, shape, and appearance of secondary ossification centers in Alpl\textsuperscript{−/−} mice receiving ERT. (D) Micro-computed tomography (micro-CT) of skulls at 15 dpn shows that ERT produces improvements in size, shape, and mineralization of craniofacial bones in Alpl\textsuperscript{−/−} mice. (E) Von Kossa stained undecalcified tissue sections (left panels for each group) indicate that ERT rescues root dentin mineralization in Alpl\textsuperscript{−/−} mice, as indicated by black stained appearance of mineralized tissues. H&E-stained sections (right panels for each group) reveal that ERT prevents acellular cementum (AC) hypoplasia (*) in Alpl\textsuperscript{−/−} mouse molars, allowing periodontal ligament (PDL) attachment and normal periodontal architecture. Images in panel A are reproduced with permission (via republication of material within the agreed-upon thresholds between STM Permissions Guidelines signatories) from McKee et al.\textsuperscript{81} Graph in panel B, images in panel C, and von Kossa images in panel E are reproduced with permission from Copyright © 2008 ASBMR. Millán JL, Narisawa S, Lemire I, et al. Enzyme replacement therapy for murine hypophosphatasia. J Bone Miner Res. 2008;23(6):777–787. Images in panel D are reprinted with permission from Bone, Volume 78, Liu J, Campbell C, Nam HK, et al, Enzyme replacement for craniofacial skeletal defects and craniosynostosis in murine hypophosphatasia, Pages 203–211, Copyright (2015) with permission from Elsevier. H&E images in panel E are previously unpublished data from BLF.
Following these encouraging results from in vitro assays and administration of TNSALP-D$_{10}$ to normal mice, the necessary next step was to test the ability of ERT to ameliorate manifestations of HPP. The Alpl$^{-/-}$ mouse model of severe infantile HPP was well characterized and an ideal model to test the efficacy of TNSALP-D$_{10}$ ERT. Based on daily SC injections to newborn pups over the course of 15 days, 2 mg/kg was determined to be the minimal efficacious dose, as supported by normalized growth rate, increased vertebral bone mineral density (BMD), and positive changes in cortical and trabecular bone. The higher dose of 8.2 mg/kg injected SC to newborns demonstrated great potency in increasing life spans and preventing skeletal defects in Alpl$^{-/-}$ mice (Figure 4B and C). Untreated Alpl$^{-/-}$ mice died by median 18.5 days, while 75% of treated Alpl$^{-/-}$ mice lived to the conclusion of the experiment at 52 days, showing normal physical activity and dramatic improvement in all measured bone parameters (eg, long bone length, appearance of secondary ossification centers, and prevention of fractures). Further dose–response studies established that the dose preventing 80% of bone defects in mice (ED$_{80}$) was ~3 mg/kg for sites including feet, lower limbs, ribs, and jaws. High-dose TNSALP-D$_{10}$ prevented craniosynostosis and improved cranial shape and mineralization of craniofacial bones (Figure 4D). Additionally, TNSALP-D$_{10}$ treatment significantly improved dental mineralization and function in Alpl$^{-/-}$ mice, preventing enamel and dentin defects and allowing establishment of acellular cementum to normalize periodontal structure and function (Figure 4E).

While these preclinical mouse studies indicated tremendous potential for ERT to prevent skeletal and dental manifestations of HPP, an important limitation in the study designs and their interpretation was that ERT was initiated prior to onset of the majority of the defects. Because the skeleton is in a constant state of remodeling, ERT would be expected to promote mineralization of osteoid, resulting in replacement of poor quality bone with improved bone tissue with superior mechanical properties. However, the enamel, dentin, and cementum tissues of teeth do not remodel, and dentin and cementum have limited ability for repair, therefore timing of therapeutic intervention is likely a critical factor to improve the development and function of teeth. This lesson on early intervention of treatment has been learned through other endocrine disorders and metabolic disorders affecting teeth, such as nutritional vitamin D deficiency and XLH.

**Clinical trials and case reports on TNSALP ERT**

Based on successful preclinical studies in Alpl$^{-/-}$ mice, clinical trials for TNSALP-D$_{10}$ were planned. In 2008, Alexion Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (New Haven, CT, USA) initiated the first clinical trials (NCT00739505 Phase 1; NCT00744042 Phases 1 and 2) for TNSALP-D$_{10}$ renamed as asfotase alfa (AA; also known as ALXN1215 or previously ENB-0040 under Enobia Pharma Inc.). Additional clinical trials that followed were: in the US, Canada, Europe, and Australia: NCT01205152 Phase 2 in 2009, NCT00952484 Phase 2 in 2009, NCT01203826 and NCT01163149 Phase 2 in 2010, NCT0176266 Phases 2 and 3 in 2010, NCT02797821 Phase 2 in 2016; In Japan: NCT02456038 Phase 2 in 2014 and NCT02531867 Phase 4 in 2015. In 2015, regulatory bodies in the US, Canada, the European Union, and Japan approved AA for the treatment of pediatric onset HPP. This new ERT with recombinant human TNSALP has been transformative in the short time since its approval. Below we outline the treatment outcomes of AA reported from clinical trials and case reports reported to date.

**Perinatal and infantile HPP**

The first clinical trial study reported by Whyte et al in 2012 described 1-year efficacy of AA therapy in 11 infants and young children aged ≤3 years with life-threatening perinatal and infantile forms of HPP. Treatment with one IV infusion at 2 mg/kg, followed by a dose of 1–3 mg/kg delivered by SC injections three times per week, resulted in dramatic healing of the skeletal manifestations of HPP and improvement in respiratory and motor function. All treated patients with gross motor delay were bearing weight or walking by 48 weeks of treatment. Improvement in skeletal mineralization was apparent by radiograph as early as 3 weeks and was striking by 24 weeks of treatment. Specifically, radiographs revealed improved mineralization, healing of rickets, resolution of radiolucency and sclerosis, fracture healing, and reduced deformity. The survival rate in 37 infants and young children (≤5 years) with perinatal or infantile HPP (including eleven patients in the first cohort and additional patients) treated with AA was compared with that of a historical cohort. The treated group had significantly improved the survival rate compared to the historical control group (95% vs 42% at 1-year-old and 84% vs 27% at 5-year-old, respectively). Another study in Japan reported 100% survival rate in perinatal and infantile HPP treated with AA. Early treatment with AA starting on the first day of life resulted in survival in an infant with lethal perinatal HPP. In the infantile HPP cohort, AA therapy resulted in improved mineralization of the skeleton, including ribs, contributing to improved respiratory function and survival rate.

**Children (6–12 years)**

In 2016, Whyte et al reported on a separate cohort of eleven older children, aged 6–12 years, treated with AA for 5 years.
Similar to the younger children, radiographic improvement was noted by 6 months and persisted through 5 years. A significant increase in weight Z scores was noted at 6 weeks, while significantly increased height Z scores were noted after 1.5 years of treatment. After 5 years of treatment, most children exhibited increased muscle strength and motor skills that were on par with healthy children, as well as normal ambulation, and some resolution of pain and disability.

**Adolescents (≥12 years) and adults**

In randomized, open-label studies in six adolescents (aged 13–18 years) and 13 adults (aged 13–65 years) with HPP, SC administration of AA at 0.3 or 0.5 mg/kg/day was compared with control (no treatment) subjects over the course of 6 months. After 6 months, all patients received active treatment at 0.5 mg/kg/day, and the dose was again increased to 1 mg/kg administered six times per week after 6–12 months, and completed at 5 years of treatment. AA treatment resulted in significantly decreased PLP levels at 6 months and decreases in serum PP and PLP were sustained through 5 years of treatment. ERT allowed significant improvement in physical function with increases in the 6-minute walking test, and improvement in health-related quality of life measured by the Childhood Health Assessment Questionnaire Disability Index and the Pediatric Outcomes Data Collection Instrument global function. Improved mobility without a walking assistive device (that was previously used) was reported in an adolescent after 6 months of AA treatment, and striking improvement in bone radiograph appearance was observed over the same period (Figure 5). In a 59-year-old adult with childhood-onset HPP, treatment with AA significantly increased the quality of life (increased mobility, reduced pain medication) and improved bone mineralization with healing of non-union fractures and no occurrence of new fractures. A recent report showed that treatment with AA could promote more rapid and successful fracture healing in adults with HPP. One subject had sustained non-healing fragility fracture for 3 years and another subject for 8 years, and both showed resolution of fractures after 11–16 months of therapy. Even more dramatically, 11 months of AA therapy resulted in near resolution of a non-healing femoral pseudo-fracture sustained 17 years prior in a patient who was previously wheelchair-bound. Fracture healing and other benefits of AA allowed this individual to stand and provided dramatic improvement in walking tolerance up to distances of 4 miles.

### Specific clinical features of HPP and therapeutic response to AA

While AA treatment causes dramatic reversal and improvement of skeletal defects from HPP, effects on other manifestations are not uniform. Below we highlight the response to treatment of neurological manifestations, nephrocalcinosis, chronic pain, and craniosynostosis.

#### Neurological manifestations

In severe perinatal HPP, seizures resulting from defective PLP metabolism are considered to be an ominous sign, associated with 100% mortality rate. PLP is an active form of vitamin B6 that cannot cross the plasma membrane or blood–brain barrier. TNSALP dephosphorylates PLP into the pyridoxal form of vitamin B6, which is able to cross the blood–brain barrier, subsequently becomes re-phosphorylated, and serves as a co-factor for many enzymes. PLP in the brain is required for biosynthesis of many neurotransmitters (eg, dopamine, norepinephrine, gamma-aminobutyric acid). Absence of TNSALP therefore results in elevated serum PLP and vitamin B6-dependent seizures, and administration of a high dose of vitamin B6 can temporarily prevent seizures. To date, it has not been clearly defined whether AA treatment has immediate effects on pyridoxine-responsive seizures, in part because severely affected neonates that manifest with seizures have been treated with both AA and vitamin B6 in the clinical trial. Nevertheless, treatment with AA in infants with seizures (the group at the greatest risk of death) resulted in markedly improved survival rate of 77%. Other neurological manifestations observed in infants or young children with infantile HPP include delayed motor milestones and
cognitive development, likely to be secondary to their overall poor health associated with severe HPP. Treatment with AA improved gross motor, fine motor, and cognitive development as assessed by the Bayley Scales of Infant Development.85

**Nephrocalcinosis**

Nephrocalcinosis can be observed in individuals with HPP at the time of diagnosis and is thought to be secondary to hypercalcemia with hypercalcuria. This can cause impaired renal function. During clinical trials, no progression of nephrocalcinosis was noted in patients with infantile HPP,85,87 and the status even improved in some patients.85 Monitoring of nephrocalcinosis by renal ultrasound is recommended at baseline and every 3 months in perinatal/infantile HPP and at baseline, 6 months, and then annually in childhood and adult HPP.89

**Chronic pain**

Musculoskeletal pain in HPP is thought to be, in part, due to chronic inflammation with elevated prostaglandin levels100 caused by calcium pyrophosphate dihydrate crystal depositions.101 This condition can result in incapacitating bone and joint pain that severely diminishes quality of life. Resolution of chronic musculoskeletal pain with discontinuation of daily analgesic use was reported in an adolescent male with severe childhood HPP after 3 months of AA treatment started at the age of 15 years.93

**Craniosynostosis**

Premature fusion of cranial sutures may occur in cases of perinatal, infantile, and childhood HPP, the mechanism of which is poorly understood. Late clinical sequelae of craniosynostosis include papilledema and increased intracranial pressure with a copper-beaten skull on a skull X-ray (Figure 2B).31,102 To date, treatment with AA did not appear to have an effect on craniosynostosis, as progression of the condition was noted over the course of treatment, requiring neurosurgical intervention.85 However, when treatment starts at birth, AA treatment can prevent craniosynostosis in mice.90 The benefit of early treatment for prevention of craniosynostosis may hold true for human subjects, as has been reported in a neonate with lethal perinatal HPP receiving AA treatment from the first day after birth.90

**Dental manifestations**

Unfortunately, clinical trials to date have not incorporated dental examinations into data collection plans, representing a missed opportunity of sorts in determining the efficacy for AA to prevent or reverse HPP-associated dental-periodontal defects. These outcomes would have been especially instructive in determining how the timing of intervention affects the development and retention of primary and secondary teeth, and whether AA is equally effective at improving cementum, dentin, enamel, and alveolar bone/periodontal manifestations of HPP. The opportunity to collect quantitative and qualitative dental findings in treated HPP subjects remains feasible, is a high priority for clinicians and researchers concerned with dental effects of HPP, and could prove important in justifying early administration of AA to prevent lifelong oral health problems and improve quality of life for individuals with severe dental manifestations of HPP. A registry has been initiated to collect qualitative and quantitative data on dental effects of HPP, allowing pre- and post-ERT comparisons to begin to determine efficacy of AA on ameliorating dental defects (http://u.osu.edu/hppstudy/).

**Biochemical changes resulting from AA treatment**

Circulating ALP represents the most widely used metric to diagnose HPP, and ALP levels inversely correlate with severity of disease. Serum ALP increased rapidly and markedly after AA treatment from <100 to several thousand units per liter, to as high as ~24,000 IU/L within 4 weeks of starting ERT therapy,87 remaining at dramatically elevated levels of 3,000–6,000 IU/L after 5 years of continuous therapy.96 To date, these markedly elevated ALP levels do not appear to have harmful effects. Elevated TNSALP substrate levels (serum PP, and PLP) decrease significantly with AA treatment.85,87,93,96

While calcium abnormalities are rare in adults with HPP, hypercalcemia is common in infants and children and often presents at diagnosis. Some infants continue to experience hypercalcemia and hyperphosphatemia after AA therapy, requiring continued use of low-calcium formula and/or a low-phosphorus formula.87 Hypocalcemic (<8 mg/dL) seizures with serum calcium of 4.7 mg/dL were reported in one neonate with perinatal HPP after 3 weeks of AA therapy initiated on the first day of life.87 Seizures resolved after hypocalcemia was corrected by increasing calcium supplementation. Hypocalcemia during AA treatment suggests a “hungry bone” syndrome-like condition as AA stimulates rapid mineralization of bone, requiring availability of large quantities of calcium for HAP deposition. Dietary calcium restriction should be liberalized once hypercalcemia is no longer present, or when serum PTH levels increase, to prevent hungry bones.85 Serum PTH increases during AA treatment, coinciding with the skeletal remineralization as evidenced by the radiographic improvements.
Adverse effects from AA treatment

Results from clinical trials to date show very good safety profiles for AA treatment.\textsuperscript{85,87,96} The most common adverse effect associated with AA treatment is injection site reaction, occurring in about 75\% of patients,\textsuperscript{99} consisting of mild, localized, transient erythema, pain, induration, and lipohypertrophy or lipohypotrophy at injection sites. Other rare adverse effects include anaphylactoid reaction.\textsuperscript{97} All patients in clinical trials developed detectable levels of anti-AA antibodies, but no tachyphylaxis has been reported to date.\textsuperscript{85,99}

Adverse outcomes associated with AA treatment

Substantial benefits of AA therapy are evident in infants, children, and adults with HPP reported in the clinical trials and case reports described above. Infants with life-threatening HPP survived, while those individuals who died, succumbed to sepsis not attributed to AA therapy.\textsuperscript{85,92} Excellent clinical outcomes in all areas, including physical function and quality of life, continue after ≥5 years of follow-up in those children and adults.\textsuperscript{80} There has been one case of a term infant with perinatal HPP experiencing unsuccessful treatment outcome due to irreversible pulmonary hypoplasia, despite improvement in rib mineralization after the AA dose was increased to 9 mg/kg/day.\textsuperscript{91} The poor outcome in this case may not be wholly attributed to treatment failure, but possibly due to an underlying genetic factor associated with failure of postnatal alveolar development.

Adverse effects from prolonged interrupted therapy have not been widely reported to date. Interruption of AA therapy for up to 1 year due to non-adherence by a teenager with severe childhood HPP resulted in the reappearance of hypomineralization of metaphyses, similar to the pre-treatment appearance of bone radiographs.\textsuperscript{94} This finding suggests that long-term uninterrupted therapy with AA is critical to maintain optimal TNSALP levels and mineralization activity, perhaps especially during rapid skeletal growth in adolescents.

Future directions of therapy for HPP

The frequency of administration (three or six times weekly), injection site reactions in the majority of subjects, production of costly recombinant enzyme, potential for adverse effects such as exacerbation of pathological calcification (eg, vascular calcification, kidney stones, eye calcifications; though these have not been documented to date), possibility of developing immunity against treatment, and potential lifetime requirement for AA all support investigation into alternative delivery systems and/or therapies. Preclinical animal studies to date have included gene therapies employing lentivirus (LV) and adeno-associated virus delivery of TNSALP-D\textsubscript{Al}, that have achieved dramatic correction of HPP manifestations with a single injection.\textsuperscript{103-106} An alternative to the gene therapy approach is transduction of bone marrow cells ex vivo with LV-TNSALP-D\textsubscript{Al}, and preclinical studies have indicated that engraftment of such cells could significantly improve (though not completely correct) HPP manifestations and lifespan in Alpl\textsuperscript{−/−} mice.\textsuperscript{107} Another alternative approach to the concept of bone-targeted treatment is to achieve sustained high levels of soluble, circulating TNSALP. An engineered chimeric alkaline phosphatase (RecAP or ChimAP) engineered from human intestinal phosphatase and the placental alkaline phosphatase\textsuperscript{108} was able to improve growth and skeletal parameters, however, was unable to completely normalize trabecular bone, osteoid accumulation, or dental manifestations in HPP mice.\textsuperscript{109} As of this writing, RecAP is being explored as a treatment for acute kidney injury; however, HPP studies remain in the preclinical stage. A recent exploratory, uncontrolled proof-of-concept, Phase IIA escalating-dose trial of bone anabolic therapy with a monoclonal anti-sclerostin antibody (BPS804) demonstrated increased bone formation markers, as well as a transient decrease in the bone resorption markers in eight adults with HPP.\textsuperscript{110} ALP levels slightly increased during the treatment period, while lumbar spine BMD showed a mean increase of 3.9\% by the end of the study.

Conclusion: place of AA in HPP therapy

AA is an approved treatment for pediatric-onset HPP. Treatment in clinical trials and case reports thus far has been targeted to individuals with high disease burden from perinatal, infantile, childhood, and adult HPP, specifically in those with significant skeletal manifestations of HPP. Improved skeletal mineralization in response to AA treatment leads to improvement in respiratory status and survival in infants, thus revolutionizing the outcome of a once fatal form of the disease. The improvement of skeletal manifestations after AA treatment also alleviates other complications related to bone abnormalities, such as improved physical function, mobility, and growth. Currently, no data have been reported on AA treatment of individuals with less symptomatic HPP (mild childhood HPP or odonto-HPP). Risk–benefit ratio, feasibility, and safety of treatment need to be considered in these patients, and long-term follow-up care is needed to monitor for late musculoskeletal complications of HPP.\textsuperscript{43} In those patients with symptomatic and disabling HPP, with or without fractures, for whom AA is considered, clinicians should establish treatment goals in order to monitor treatment response.
and determine what clinical outcomes are to be achieved. Given the wide clinical variability in disease manifestations of adult HPP, it has recently been suggested that AA treatment should be considered for adult HPP if one or more of the following is present (and determined to be attributable to HPP): musculoskeletal pain requiring prescription pain medications, disabling polyarthropathy, disabling functional impairment assessed by validated measures, low-trauma fracture, delayed or incomplete fracture healing, repeated orthopedic surgeries for HPP bone disease, low BMD T-score ≤−2.5 in postmenopausal women and men aged ≥50 years, or Z-score ≤−2.0 in younger adult female and male patients with fractures or nephrocalcinosis. Ultimately, how AA will be employed in the long-term management of severely and mildly affected HPP patients, whether any additional adverse effects or outcomes are discovered, and whether alternative approaches for delivery or achieving ERT are successful and transform HPP therapy yet again remain to be studied.
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